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Leon started to think about what Amanda said; in the end, she only wanted to see him
happy like she was . However, for several reasons that Leon couldn't tell his little sister,
that was the last thing in his mind .

"Sorry, little sister . " Leon smiled . "But even though you are saying that for my own
good, you don't have to worry about that . Back in the day, I fooled around plenty . So,
now I have to do my best in order not to regret later . "

"Hah… all right . " Amanda sighed . "Just try not to overwork yourself to death . You
can't try to carry the world over your shoulders, brother . "

Leon smiled as he watched his sister leaving . In the end, Leon couldn't bring himself
to enter a relationship with one of those four . They were just friends, nothing more .
Perhaps if the holy sword weren't sealed, his thoughts would be different, but as of the
moment, he wanted to work hard to avoid other failures .

"Despite surviving those four years on that island, I'm still weak-minded . If something
were to happen with my friends, I would go mad and do something stupid like I did in
Moscow . Challenging thousands of survivors directly and even going to the point of
showing myself to the enemy when I could have destroyed him without even stepping
on that city…"

Now that Leon could count on the survivors of Europe, Japan, and eventually the
Caribbean Fighters, there was no need for him to do something so crazy like before .
But considering the last years, Leon knew that the future was uncertain, and it was



better to be safe than sorry . He only thing he could do to avoid worrying about the
future endlessly was to train his magic like a madman .
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After two weeks of harsh training, Leon finally completed the second stage of his plan
to regenerate his limbs and Gisela's eyes . As he had expected, just healing several
wounds wasn't enough; he had to heal wounds all over his body to learn that skill .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Regeneration .

Cost: 1 mana per second

Restores: 1 health per second

You obtained 01 status points .
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Much to Leon's surprise, the skill he learned was an active skill and consumed his
mana while the skill of the gloves was a passive one and didn't consume his mana . The
logic behind was hard to understand, but now Leon didn't need the gloves all that much,
and he gave them to Amanda in order to increase her chances of survival in case
something happens . There was no point in taking the shield of dawn from Hector, so
Leon didn't ask for it . Although he only left on his back, Hector said that protected him
many times from stray shots .



"Well, I guess now I need to train Regeneration a little bit… Unfortunately, I didn't
obtain any clue as to how to regenerate my limbs while I practiced it…"

In the end, Leon had to learn things the hard way . . . by trial and error . Just when
Leon was thinking about ways to regenerate his limbs, he received a call from Sarah .

"Leon, sorry to bother you . Can you talk now?"

"Yes, what is it?" Leon asked .
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"First, I would like to report that the weapons you created to help the Caribbean
Fighters helped them to decrease the casualties . They became our allies, and now we

are trading resources from each other . "

"That's good to hear… what else?" Leon asked again .

"We have a problem . Tom and I were negotiating with the leaders of the Atlantic Free

Nation to become our allies, as well . Things were going well since they didn't have
any interest in competing with other nations and only wanted to increase the chances of
survival of their people . However, it looks like someone cause Dungeon Breaks in
most dungeons of South America . Now, dozen of millions of monsters are marching
toward the Brazilian coast, where most of their survivors are located . "

"Did someone see who or what caused the dungeon breaks?" Leon asked .



"No, until now, no one caused dungeons breaks in South America . So, they were
caught off-guard since they only watch the dungeons near the coast . Anyway, they are
asking for help since they don't have nearly enough soldiers to fight against such horde
of monsters . The European Council is already busy trying to protect the Russian
border . Japan is short-handed since they lost a lot of soldiers because they worked for
Seiji . As for the Caribbean Fighters, they are still busy fighting the megalodons . "

"So, I'm the only option left…" Leon said .

"I'm sorry if you could lend that scythe that can summon skeletons; it would help a lot,
but considering that the power of the skeletons is related to your intelligence, you are
the best option . "

"Yeah… there is no other choice then . " Leon sighed . "Tell the survivors to buy as
many mana potions as they can, even if my undead army can help them; there is a limit
of how many I can create on my own . "

"Got it! I will send the message right now!"

The call ended, and Leon sighed . By the look of things, Sarah imagined that Leon
would refuse the job . He was helping and making all the nations become allies in order
to decrease the burden on himself, so Sarah imagined that . Anyway, even though it
was annoying since Leon just finished the second step of his plan, there was no other
choice .

"I guess after learning how to regenerate my limbs; I will try to learn how to create

shadow clones… it is the only way for me to find peace in this world . "

Leon started to think about what Amanda said; in the end, she only wanted to see him
happy like she was . However, for several reasons that Leon couldnt tell his little sister,
that was the last thing in his mind .



Sorry, little sister . Leon smiled . But even though you are saying that for my own good,
you dont have to worry about that . Back in the day, I fooled around plenty . So, now
I have to do my best in order not to regret later .

Hah… all right . Amanda sighed . Just try not to overwork yourself to death . You cant
try to carry the world over your shoulders, brother .

Leon smiled as he watched his sister leaving . In the end, Leon couldnt bring himself to
enter a relationship with one of those four . They were just friends, nothing more .
Perhaps if the holy sword werent sealed, his thoughts would be different, but as of the
moment, he wanted to work hard to avoid other failures .

Despite surviving those four years on that island, Im still weak-minded . If something
were to happen with my friends, I would go mad and do something stupid like I did in
Moscow . Challenging thousands of survivors directly and even going to the point of
showing myself to the enemy when I could have destroyed him without even stepping
on that city…

Now that Leon could count on the survivors of Europe, Japan, and eventually the
Caribbean Fighters, there was no need for him to do something so crazy like before .
But considering the last years, Leon knew that the future was uncertain, and it was
better to be safe than sorry . He only thing he could do to avoid worrying about the
future endlessly was to train his magic like a madman .

After two weeks of harsh training, Leon finally completed the second stage of his plan
to regenerate his limbs and Giselas eyes . As he had expected, just healing several
wounds wasnt enough; he had to heal wounds all over his body to learn that skill .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Regeneration .

Cost: 1 mana per second



Restores: 1 health per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Much to Leons surprise, the skill he learned was an active skill and consumed his mana
while the skill of the gloves was a passive one and didnt consume his mana . The logic
behind was hard to understand, but now Leon didnt need the gloves all that much, and
he gave them to Amanda in order to increase her chances of survival in case something
happens . There was no point in taking the shield of dawn from Hector, so Leon didnt
ask for it . Although he only left on his back, Hector said that protected him many times

from stray shots .

Well, I guess now I need to train Regeneration a little bit… Unfortunately, I didnt
obtain any clue as to how to regenerate my limbs while I practiced it…

In the end, Leon had to learn things the hard way . . . by trial and error . Just when
Leon was thinking about ways to regenerate his limbs, he received a call from Sarah .

Leon, sorry to bother you . Can you talk now?

Yes, what is it? Leon asked .

First, I would like to report that the weapons you created to help the Caribbean Fighters
helped them to decrease the casualties . They became our allies, and now we are trading

resources from each other .

Thats good to hear… what else? Leon asked again .

We have a problem . Tom and I were negotiating with the leaders of the Atlantic Free

Nation to become our allies, as well . Things were going well since they didnt have any
interest in competing with other nations and only wanted to increase the chances of



survival of their people . However, it looks like someone cause Dungeon Breaks in
most dungeons of South America . Now, dozen of millions of monsters are marching
toward the Brazilian coast, where most of their survivors are located .

Did someone see who or what caused the dungeon breaks? Leon asked .

No, until now, no one caused dungeons breaks in South America . So, they were caught
off-guard since they only watch the dungeons near the coast . Anyway, they are asking
for help since they dont have nearly enough soldiers to fight against such horde of
monsters . The European Council is already busy trying to protect the Russian border .
Japan is short-handed since they lost a lot of soldiers because they worked for Seiji .
As for the Caribbean Fighters, they are still busy fighting the megalodons .

So, Im the only option left… Leon said .

Im sorry if you could lend that scythe that can summon skeletons; it would help a lot,
but considering that the power of the skeletons is related to your intelligence, you are
the best option .

Yeah… there is no other choice then . Leon sighed . Tell the survivors to buy as many
mana potions as they can, even if my undead army can help them; there is a limit of
how many I can create on my own .

Got it! I will send the message right now!

The call ended, and Leon sighed . By the look of things, Sarah imagined that Leon
would refuse the job . He was helping and making all the nations become allies in order
to decrease the burden on himself, so Sarah imagined that . Anyway, even though it
was annoying since Leon just finished the second step of his plan, there was no other
choice .



I guess after learning how to regenerate my limbs; I will try to learn how to create

shadow clones… it is the only way for me to find peace in this world .

Chapter 172: 172

After informing about his next mission to everyone, Leon started to apologize .

"Sorry, Gisela . " Leon lowered his head . "It looks like we will have to stay like this for
a while longer . "

"It's okay, master . " Gisela smiled . "I'm just a bit sad because I can't help you . "

Sorry, Amanda . " Leon lowered his head again . "You will have to take my place and
teach the survivors . "

"Don't worry about it," Amanda said . "There is nothing left to teach; we just have to
observe them and give a few pointers . The problem is, I am still struggling with how to

heal wounds . "

"That's no problem; I already told everyone what they need to do," Leon said . "Now,
you guys just have to practice . "

"Do you need a hand?" Lennart asked . "I believe I can be of some use against a horde
of monsters . "

"I don't plan to fight them up close; the skeletons will do the job," Leon explained .
"Against millions of them, even I don't want to get too close . Besides, I believe you
should stay with your sister and help the city if something happens . "

"What about me?" Hector asked .



"Unless you want to die painfully, I recommend you make good use of that shield and
protect my sister and niece . " Leon frowned . "Besides, it's not like the leader can leave
the city for weeks, right?"

"Yeah… but what about Betty and Sasha?" Hector said . "They are strong, but we
already have the numbers to protects this place . However, if something happens, I bet
they can carry you on their shoulders and run like hell . "

"I don't think I will need much help since the targets this time are just monsters…"
Leon thought for a few seconds . "But if they want to go, I won't refuse their help . "

"I'm coming too!" Betty declared excitedly . "Hehe, a trip to Brazil… I always wanted

to go there . "

"I will try not to be a burden," Sasha said .

After Sasha and Betty left to pack their things, Amanda and Hector greeted each other
with a high five . Leon sighed when he saw that, it looked like his sister didn't give up
on the idea of finding a girlfriend for Leon, and now Hector joined the fray .

Leon wouldn't be able to keep an eye on his surroundings while he meditates to recover
his mana, so it was better to bring some trustworthy people with him . That was why he
didn't refuse Hector's offer .

Fortunately, Leon already had thousands of mana potions inside his magic box, and his
clothes and other useful things he would use on the trip were also inside . So, he just
had to wait for Sasha and Betty and then put their things inside the magic box .

Several choppers that had been used to bring the soldiers all over the world were in Las
Vegas, but since most of them needed to be recharged and couldn't be used during the
recharge time, Leon decided to travel using his earth platform . After finishing the
preparations, those moved to the garden to say their farewells .



"Please, brother…" Amanda said, showing an unease face . "This time, return without
losing your other limbs . "

"So, you can even joke about that, huh?" Leon frowned .

"I'm not joking…" Amanda said

In the end, Leon could only nod while forcing a smile . It was a dangerous job, and
someone or something caused the dungeon breaks, so it was hard to imagine what may
happen . His friends' lives wouldn't be in danger since they were there only to escort
him, but if something happens, Leon wasn't sure if he would be able to remain calm .
The only thing he was sure was that he wouldn't make the same mistakes he did in
Moscow .

"This time isn't some secret mission," Hector said . "So, at least call Amanda now and

then to inform that you are right . "

"I will . Don't worry," Leon said .

"Good luck, master," Gisela said .

"I wish you luck," Lennart said .

After that, Leon, Sasha, and Betty left Las Vegas . Brazil was a vast country, but the
survivors only manage to secure a few of them since they lost their means of
transportation due to the dragon's attack four years ago . Their first destination was a
city called Fortaleza, the number of survivors and citizens there was quite the same
they had in Las Vegas .

"How long will it take for us to reach that city?" Betty asked .

"If we fly in a straight line, we will reach in a little more than two days," Leon said .
"Even though I don't want to let anyone see us, we will fly over the continent . It's too



dangerous to fly over the ocean since there are no places to hide, and there are no
landmarks . A storm could hit us and make us lose our sense of direction . So, we will
probably reach that city in three days… If I don't sleep . "

"Are you not going to sleep?" Sasha frowned .

"No, if we don't hurry, casualties may happen, and since we are the only ones who had
been sent, the survivors won't trust the alliance if we don't show results as soon as

possible," Leon explained . " We will need to protect five cities, but we can't do that all
at once . So, I will create an undead army in all of them . Hopefully, the survivors in
those cities managed to secure the potions like I asked Sarah…"

"What will we do in the meantime?" Betty asked .

"Right now… you two have to keep an eye on my surroundings," Leon answered . "I
intend to fly over the east coast until we reach Fortaleza . However, I will use my free
time to find a way to regenerate my limbs . So, my concentration will be halved .
Report to me if you see something weird under us or approaching . "

After informing about his next mission to everyone, Leon started to apologize .

Sorry, Gisela . Leon lowered his head . It looks like we will have to stay like this for a
while longer .

Its okay, master . Gisela smiled . Im just a bit sad because I cant help you .

Sorry, Amanda . Leon lowered his head again . You will have to take my place and
teach the survivors .

Dont worry about it, Amanda said . There is nothing left to teach; we just have to
observe them and give a few pointers . The problem is, I am still struggling with how to

heal wounds .



Thats no problem; I already told everyone what they need to do, Leon said . Now, you
guys just have to practice .

Do you need a hand? Lennart asked . I believe I can be of some use against a horde of
monsters .

I dont plan to fight them up close; the skeletons will do the job, Leon explained .
Against millions of them, even I dont want to get too close . Besides, I believe you
should stay with your sister and help the city if something happens .

What about me? Hector asked .

Unless you want to die painfully, I recommend you make good use of that shield and
protect my sister and niece . Leon frowned . Besides, its not like the leader can leave
the city for weeks, right?

Yeah… but what about Betty and Sasha? Hector said . They are strong, but we already
have the numbers to protects this place . However, if something happens, I bet they can
carry you on their shoulders and run like hell .

I dont think I will need much help since the targets this time are just monsters… Leon
thought for a few seconds . But if they want to go, I wont refuse their help .

Im coming too! Betty declared excitedly . Hehe, a trip to Brazil… I always wanted to

go there .

I will try not to be a burden, Sasha said .

After Sasha and Betty left to pack their things, Amanda and Hector greeted each other
with a high five . Leon sighed when he saw that, it looked like his sister didnt give up
on the idea of finding a girlfriend for Leon, and now Hector joined the fray .



Leon wouldnt be able to keep an eye on his surroundings while he meditates to recover
his mana, so it was better to bring some trustworthy people with him . That was why he
didnt refuse Hectors offer .

Fortunately, Leon already had thousands of mana potions inside his magic box, and his
clothes and other useful things he would use on the trip were also inside . So, he just
had to wait for Sasha and Betty and then put their things inside the magic box .

Several choppers that had been used to bring the soldiers all over the world were in Las
Vegas, but since most of them needed to be recharged and couldnt be used during the

recharge time, Leon decided to travel using his earth platform . After finishing the
preparations, those moved to the garden to say their farewells .

Please, brother… Amanda said, showing an unease face . This time, return without
losing your other limbs .

So, you can even joke about that, huh? Leon frowned .

Im not joking… Amanda said

In the end, Leon could only nod while forcing a smile . It was a dangerous job, and
someone or something caused the dungeon breaks, so it was hard to imagine what may
happen . His friends lives wouldnt be in danger since they were there only to escort him,
but if something happens, Leon wasnt sure if he would be able to remain calm . The
only thing he was sure was that he wouldnt make the same mistakes he did inMoscow .

This time isnt some secret mission, Hector said . So, at least call Amanda now and then

to inform that you are right .

I will . Dont worry, Leon said .

Good luck, master, Gisela said .

I wish you luck, Lennart said .



After that, Leon, Sasha, and Betty left Las Vegas . Brazil was a vast country, but the
survivors only manage to secure a few of them since they lost their means of
transportation due to the dragons attack four years ago . Their first destination was a
city called Fortaleza, the number of survivors and citizens there was quite the same
they had in Las Vegas .

How long will it take for us to reach that city? Betty asked .

If we fly in a straight line, we will reach in a little more than two days, Leon said .
Even though I dont want to let anyone see us, we will fly over the continent . Its too
dangerous to fly over the ocean since there are no places to hide, and there are no
landmarks . A storm could hit us and make us lose our sense of direction . So, we will
probably reach that city in three days… If I dont sleep .

Are you not going to sleep? Sasha frowned .

No, if we dont hurry, casualties may happen, and since we are the only ones who had
been sent, the survivors wont trust the alliance if we dont show results as soon as

possible, Leon explained . We will need to protect five cities, but we cant do that all at
once . So, I will create an undead army in all of them . Hopefully, the survivors in
those cities managed to secure the potions like I asked Sarah…

What will we do in the meantime? Betty asked .

Right now… you two have to keep an eye on my surroundings, Leon answered . I
intend to fly over the east coast until we reach Fortaleza . However, I will use my free
time to find a way to regenerate my limbs . So, my concentration will be halved .
Report to me if you see something weird under us or approaching .
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Although it wasn't very comfortable, they flew without stopping . Leon was already
used to staying awake for a few days straight . However, Betty and Sasha had to take
turns while keeping an eye on things since Leon was concentrated in moving the earth
platform and trying to think of a way to regenerate his limbs .

In the end, Leon had a hard time thinking about it . He could heal wounds, but the
wound on his shoulder was already healed, there was nothing to heal left . Leon tried to
make his arm using mana and tried to stimulate the mana, but nothing happened . That
would be very hard . . . if he couldn't heal, the only way to regrow his arm was to

multiplicate his cells . Heal repaired dead cells . . . so he had to learn the method to
heal a cell so much that one would become two cells .

"That sounds somewhat unpleasant . . . I feel like if I make a mistake, I will end up
creating a monster copy of myself . . . "

Anyway, Leon had no other choice but to try . After focusing his mana as much as
possible on his shoulder, Leon stimulated his mana inside the cells, but there was no
change in his body .
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"Well, until I have a better idea, I will keep trying . "

As it turned out, Leon didn't think of anything . So, he kept trying for two days straight,
and then when they reached the Brazilian territory, it happened . Leon's theory was
right; he could multiplicate cells by stimulating them as much as possible . However,
Leon felt terrible pain . His body trembled, and he lost the air his lungs, and then the
earth platform started to fell .

"Wha… Hey, Leon, what is going on?" Betty shouted, noticing that they were falling .



Sasha, who was sleeping, woke up and grabbed her weapons only to notice that no
enemy was nearby . Both of them saw Leon trembling, his face was pale like a ghost,
and he couldn't hear them . Although that was a problem, the fall itself wasn't
dangerous . Betty grabbed Leon's body, and then they jumped from the earth platform

and landed on a beach . A few monsters approached, but Sarah easily killed them while

Betty was looking after Leon . They finally noticed after several seconds why Leon so
much pain . His arm had been regenerated… at least a small part of it . They didn't
know how, but Leon recovered three centimeters of his lost arm . However, Leon only
stopped trembling and recovered from the shock after half an hour . He felt like he
tasted hell and just wanted to rest, but after noticing how much his arm had been healed

and after looking at his surroundings, he got up .
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"Let's go… now I can finally focus on the mission . " Leon said .

"Wait, you should rest a little," Betty said . "You looked like you were being
electrocuted from inside, you know . Although you learned the skill, it isn't something
so convenient . "

"I learned the method, but not the skill," Leon said . "I will probably learn once I heal
my arm completely . However, I will do that after completing the mission . We don't
have time to rest . Just look around . "
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Sasha had already noticed, but Betty only saw a massive destroyed forest around them

after Leon mentioned that . In the distance, they couldn't see anything but burn down
trees and smoke . The monsters horde passed by that place a few hours ago…

"Are you really fine?" Betty asked .

"Yes, I'm sorry for scaring you two," Leon said . "It looks like we can regenerate lost
body parts by forcing the cells . However, multiplication of the cells using mana alone
is like trying to stretch our bodies beyond the possible… I felt like my very soul was
being pulled out of my body . "

"That sounds… unpleasant . " Betty frowned .

"Anyway, let's go," Leon said .

Leon created another earth platform, and they began to fly again . He hadn't told them,
but that power had many demerits . The pain caused couldn't be alleviated by
endurance and mentality . Other skills that also worked to decrease pain had no effects
since that was a counter-effect of healing a lost body part .

Leon began to wonder if there was another way to regenerate his body like that . The
pain he felt was hellish… it was almost unbearable that it wouldn't be strange if some
people decide to live their lives without a limb rather than feel such a pain . Anyway,
Leon was worried about Gisela, the pain he felt mostly was in his body, but he didn't
feel pain in the head . However, if he tries to heal her eyes, the pain would be much
worse, to the point where medicine to dull the pain would be almost useless .

Leon was worried about those effects, but soon he was forced to forget them when they

finally catch up with monsters' horde . The monsters were trents, snakes, harpies, and
many types of oversized insects . However, what caught Leon's attention were
thousands of T-rex that he could see . Those things were huge, and just their
appearances were enough to Make Leon feel shivers . He saw pterodactyls and



velociraptors now and then, but the totally forgot that someday he would be able to see
those humongous creatures .

Leon started to wonder if his skeletons would be enough to kill so many of those
creatures, and then his doubts disappeared when they had to fly for several kilometers
to surpass the horde of monsters . His skeleton army would have no chance; those
creatures would arrive and attack Fortaleza in two days . Unless the survivors managed
to store hundreds of thousands of potions, Leon wouldn't be able to build the army to
stop them… and that horde was just a fraction of those monsters since many others
were going to the other four cities .

Although it wasnt very comfortable, they flew without stopping . Leon was already
used to staying awake for a few days straight . However, Betty and Sasha had to take
turns while keeping an eye on things since Leon was concentrated in moving the earth
platform and trying to think of a way to regenerate his limbs .

In the end, Leon had a hard time thinking about it . He could heal wounds, but the
wound on his shoulder was already healed, there was nothing to heal left . Leon tried to
make his arm using mana and tried to stimulate the mana, but nothing happened . That
would be very hard . . . if he couldnt heal, the only way to regrow his arm was to

multiplicate his cells . Heal repaired dead cells . . . so he had to learn the method to
heal a cell so much that one would become two cells .

That sounds somewhat unpleasant . . . I feel like if I make a mistake, I will end up
creating a monster copy of myself . . .

Anyway, Leon had no other choice but to try . After focusing his mana as much as
possible on his shoulder, Leon stimulated his mana inside the cells, but there was no
change in his body .

Well, until I have a better idea, I will keep trying .



As it turned out, Leon didnt think of anything . So, he kept trying for two days straight,
and then when they reached the Brazilian territory, it happened . Leons theory was right;
he could multiplicate cells by stimulating them as much as possible . However, Leon
felt terrible pain . His body trembled, and he lost the air his lungs, and then the earth
platform started to fell .

Wha… Hey, Leon, what is going on? Betty shouted, noticing that they were falling .

Sasha, who was sleeping, woke up and grabbed her weapons only to notice that no
enemy was nearby . Both of them saw Leon trembling, his face was pale like a ghost,
and he couldnt hear them . Although that was a problem, the fall itself wasnt
dangerous . Betty grabbed Leons body, and then they jumped from the earth platform

and landed on a beach . A few monsters approached, but Sarah easily killed them while

Betty was looking after Leon . They finally noticed after several seconds why Leon so
much pain . His arm had been regenerated… at least a small part of it . They didnt
know how, but Leon recovered three centimeters of his lost arm . However, Leon only
stopped trembling and recovered from the shock after half an hour . He felt like he
tasted hell and just wanted to rest, but after noticing how much his arm had been healed

and after looking at his surroundings, he got up .

Lets go… now I can finally focus on the mission . Leon said .

Wait, you should rest a little, Betty said . You looked like you were being electrocuted
from inside, you know . Although you learned the skill, it isnt something so
convenient .

I learned the method, but not the skill, Leon said . I will probably learn once I heal my
arm completely . However, I will do that after completing the mission . We dont have

time to rest . Just look around .



Sasha had already noticed, but Betty only saw a massive destroyed forest around them

after Leon mentioned that . In the distance, they couldnt see anything but burn down
trees and smoke . The monsters horde passed by that place a few hours ago…

Are you really fine? Betty asked .

Yes, Im sorry for scaring you two, Leon said . It looks like we can regenerate lost body
parts by forcing the cells . However, multiplication of the cells using mana alone is like
trying to stretch our bodies beyond the possible… I felt like my very soul was being
pulled out of my body .

That sounds… unpleasant . Betty frowned .

Anyway, lets go, Leon said .

Leon created another earth platform, and they began to fly again . He hadnt told them,
but that power had many demerits . The pain caused couldnt be alleviated by endurance
and mentality . Other skills that also worked to decrease pain had no effects since that
was a counter-effect of healing a lost body part .

Leon began to wonder if there was another way to regenerate his body like that . The
pain he felt was hellish… it was almost unbearable that it wouldnt be strange if some
people decide to live their lives without a limb rather than feel such a pain . Anyway,
Leon was worried about Gisela, the pain he felt mostly was in his body, but he didnt
feel pain in the head . However, if he tries to heal her eyes, the pain would be much
worse, to the point where medicine to dull the pain would be almost useless .

Leon was worried about those effects, but soon he was forced to forget them when they

finally catch up with monsters horde . The monsters were trents, snakes, harpies, and
many types of oversized insects . However, what caught Leons attention were
thousands of T-rex that he could see . Those things were huge, and just their
appearances were enough to Make Leon feel shivers . He saw pterodactyls and



velociraptors now and then, but the totally forgot that someday he would be able to see
those humongous creatures .

Leon started to wonder if his skeletons would be enough to kill so many of those
creatures, and then his doubts disappeared when they had to fly for several kilometers
to surpass the horde of monsters . His skeleton army would have no chance; those
creatures would arrive and attack Fortaleza in two days . Unless the survivors managed
to store hundreds of thousands of potions, Leon wouldnt be able to build the army to
stop them… and that horde was just a fraction of those monsters since many others
were going to the other four cities .

Novel Chapter 174

Chapter 174: 174

Leon spent more mana to reach Fortaleza faster, and thanks to it, he now had thirty-six
hours to prepare for the battle . The monsters would come from the West, so all
survivors in the city, being soldiers or citizens, were helping on the preparations for the
battle, mostly erecting barriers and traps to stop the monsters' advance . Just like Las
Vegas, a big part of the city was still destroyed, but the number of houses and other
buildings that had been built over the last four years wasn't small either .

Most of the survivors frowned when they saw a piece of earth approach, but thankfully
a few soldiers had heard that the Allied Forces of North-America had sent
reinforcements, but even those frowned when they saw only three people and one of

them didn't have an arm and a leg .

"Betty, keep an eye on things around me," Leon said and then started to summon
skeletons . "Sasha, go find the leader of this city and ask him to bring as many mana

potions as he can and equipment that raises recovery . "

"Got it," Betty said .



"Yes . " Sasha nodded .
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Every second mattered, so Leon didn't waste time giving answers or asking questions
to the people nearby . Fortunately, everyone who wanted to make a fuss or ask anything
shut up as soon as the skeleton wizards and archers appeared . The number of trees
around was surprisingly high, so Leon used that to his advantage . He cut their tops and
placed steel platforms over them and summoned ten skeletons in each of those
platforms . Things would be better for him if he had the chance to concentrate his

forces in a single place, but he couldn't . The number of enemies was too big to march
and attack a single point of the boundaries of Fortaleza .

With Betty's help, Leon used potions like there was no tomorrow . Still, in no time, he
used the five thousand potions he had prepared over the last weeks, but at least things
were going well in terms of preparations . Survivors didn't try to stop him, and Sasha
was finally back with several survivors who were carrying carts filled with potions .

"Leon, this is Pedro da Silva," Sasha said . "He is the leader of the survivors here . "

"Hi, Pedro, I would greet you if I weren't busy, but I am," Leon said .

"No problem," Pedro smiled . "Is there something we can do to help you?"
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"Yes, use those potions on me, fast," Leon said .



With several hands to drop the mana potions on him, Leon managed to speed up the
process of creating skeletons and those platforms quite a bit . In five hours, he managed
to create ten thousand skeletons but still wasn't enough .

"We need more potions," Leon said . "I think at least three million monsters will attack
this place, my skeletons can kill, but they won't be able to do much if the monsters
outnumber them in 300 to 1 . "

"There are more carts coming," Pedro said . "However, we don't have many survivors
with so many coins . In a few minutes . the survivors who have equipment who can
increase your recovery will arrive . "
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Leon could only accept that, in the end, he was an anomaly who barely had any need to
use his coins . Regardless, now he could use those coins he never used . It was better to
use them to save lives than keep saving them for a moment that may or may not come .
Leon took Sasha's hands and passed two million coins to her . She opened her eyes
widely when she saw that massive amount of coins appearing in her status screen .

"Pedro, you and Sasha will go to the nearest dungeon and buy potions," Leon said .
"You will need many hands if you want to bring those as fast as possible . Stock the
potions here, Sasha . "

After passing to Sasha the magic box, Leon started to meditate . Soon after Sasha and
Pedro left, a few survivors came and lent their items to Leon . Most of them were rings

that could raise his recovery by fifty . Unfortunately, he could only equip ten of those .
But Leon also obtained an amulet and a circlet that increased his recovery by one
hundred each . Thanks to those, with his recovery alone, Leon could create four
skeletons per minute . However, it wasn't enough .



After covering the whole West side of the city with skeletons on platforms, Leon
created several others behind the barricades the survivors created . After working for
the next thirty hours non-stop, Leon managed to create almost one hundred thousand
skeletons . Still, the odds weren't looking good . From 300 to 1, it became 30 to 1 .

"How are the situations in other cities?" Leon asked .

"Survivors and citizens are working together to increase their defenses," Pedro
answered . "They will have a little more time to prepare since the monsters will have to
cross several natural obstacles before they can reach Salvador, Rio de Janeiro, São
Paulo, and Porto Alegre . However, all of them will be attacked in the next few days .
"

"Do you have any idea what city will be the first attacked by the monsters?" Leon
asked .

"The monsters will reach us first, and for some reason, Salvador, Rio, São Paulo, and
Porto Alegre will be attacked on this order," Pedro explained . "However, the time
between the attacks are more or less of a day… as if…"

"As if someone or something planned, the dungeons break very carefully," Leon added .

"…Yes . " Pedro nodded .

Sasha and Betty looked at each other, trying to understand what was going on .
However, it was impossible to reach any conclusion . In the end, they could only work
hard now to save the city and think about it later .

Leon spent more mana to reach Fortaleza faster, and thanks to it, he now had thirty-six
hours to prepare for the battle . The monsters would come from the West, so all
survivors in the city, being soldiers or citizens, were helping on the preparations for the



battle, mostly erecting barriers and traps to stop the monsters advance . Just like Las
Vegas, a big part of the city was still destroyed, but the number of houses and other
buildings that had been built over the last four years wasnt small either .

Most of the survivors frowned when they saw a piece of earth approach, but thankfully
a few soldiers had heard that the Allied Forces of North-America had sent
reinforcements, but even those frowned when they saw only three people and one of

them didnt have an arm and a leg .

Betty, keep an eye on things around me, Leon said and then started to summon
skeletons . Sasha, go find the leader of this city and ask him to bring as many mana

potions as he can and equipment that raises recovery .

Got it, Betty said .

Yes . Sasha nodded .

Every second mattered, so Leon didnt waste time giving answers or asking questions to
the people nearby . Fortunately, everyone who wanted to make a fuss or ask anything
shut up as soon as the skeleton wizards and archers appeared . The number of trees
around was surprisingly high, so Leon used that to his advantage . He cut their tops and
placed steel platforms over them and summoned ten skeletons in each of those
platforms . Things would be better for him if he had the chance to concentrate his

forces in a single place, but he couldnt . The number of enemies was too big to march
and attack a single point of the boundaries of Fortaleza .

With Bettys help, Leon used potions like there was no tomorrow . Still, in no time, he
used the five thousand potions he had prepared over the last weeks, but at least things
were going well in terms of preparations . Survivors didnt try to stop him, and Sasha
was finally back with several survivors who were carrying carts filled with potions .

Leon, this is Pedro da Silva, Sasha said . He is the leader of the survivors here .



Hi, Pedro, I would greet you if I werent busy, but I am, Leon said .

No problem, Pedro smiled . Is there something we can do to help you?

Yes, use those potions on me, fast, Leon said .

With several hands to drop the mana potions on him, Leon managed to speed up the
process of creating skeletons and those platforms quite a bit . In five hours, he managed
to create ten thousand skeletons but still wasnt enough .

We need more potions, Leon said . I think at least three million monsters will attack
this place, my skeletons can kill, but they wont be able to do much if the monsters
outnumber them in 300 to 1 .

There are more carts coming, Pedro said . However, we dont have many survivors with
so many coins . In a few minutes . the survivors who have equipment who can increase
your recovery will arrive .

Leon could only accept that, in the end, he was an anomaly who barely had any need to
use his coins . Regardless, now he could use those coins he never used . It was better to
use them to save lives than keep saving them for a moment that may or may not come .
Leon took Sashas hands and passed two million coins to her . She opened her eyes
widely when she saw that massive amount of coins appearing in her status screen .

Pedro, you and Sasha will go to the nearest dungeon and buy potions, Leon said . You
will need many hands if you want to bring those as fast as possible . Stock the potions
here, Sasha .

After passing to Sasha the magic box, Leon started to meditate . Soon after Sasha and
Pedro left, a few survivors came and lent their items to Leon . Most of them were rings

that could raise his recovery by fifty . Unfortunately, he could only equip ten of those .



But Leon also obtained an amulet and a circlet that increased his recovery by one
hundred each . Thanks to those, with his recovery alone, Leon could create four
skeletons per minute . However, it wasnt enough .

After covering the whole West side of the city with skeletons on platforms, Leon
created several others behind the barricades the survivors created . After working for
the next thirty hours non-stop, Leon managed to create almost one hundred thousand
skeletons . Still, the odds werent looking good . From 300 to 1, it became 30 to 1 .

How are the situations in other cities? Leon asked .

Survivors and citizens are working together to increase their defenses, Pedro
answered . They will have a little more time to prepare since the monsters will have to
cross several natural obstacles before they can reach Salvador, Rio de Janeiro, São
Paulo, and Porto Alegre . However, all of them will be attacked in the next few days .

Do you have any idea what city will be the first attacked by the monsters? Leon asked .

The monsters will reach us first, and for some reason, Salvador, Rio, São Paulo, and
Porto Alegre will be attacked on this order, Pedro explained . However, the time
between the attacks are more or less of a day… as if…

As if someone or something planned, the dungeons break very carefully, Leon added .

…Yes . Pedro nodded .

Sasha and Betty looked at each other, trying to understand what was going on .
However, it was impossible to reach any conclusion . In the end, they could only work
hard now to save the city and think about it later .

Novel Chapter 175



Chapter 175: 175

As much as Leon wanted, he couldn't just rely on the skeletons alone . So, he asked
Pedro to reunite all the people who couldn't fight but had some mana . Noticing that
they had no place to run, no-one refused Leon's idea . Even kids and the elderly end
becoming part of the plan . Leon took out the railgun and put some steel platform he

created above the first line of defense .

"This is a railgun . Fortunately, this weapon doesn't need projectiles per se . " Leon
explained . "But it needs fuel . Your job is to recharge this as much as possible with
your mana; please be quick; once you pour your mana, go to the end of the queue and
repeated that as many times as you can . It would be a good idea to let an archer with
a good aim to use it and kill those Tyrannosaurus Rex . "

"I think I'm the best archer in the city . . . " Pedro said . " You can leave that to me . But
you look like you are a powerful mage, wouldn't it be better if you use that yourself?"

"Even I don't have enough mana to charge it," Leon said . "However, I won't use it
because I will try to kill as many as the big guns possible before they reach the city . I
don't think the skeletons can kill the bosses before the bosses kill them . "

"You are going to . . . what?" Pedro frowned .

Even Betty and Sasha thought that was madness, but after seeing the horde of monsters
up close, they knew that was something that needed to be done .
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"Don't worry, I'm going alone, you don't have to risk your people," Leon said .



"No, you are not going alone," Betty said .

"Sorry, but it is our job to keep our eyes on you," Sasha added .

Leon scratched the back of his head; those were resolute in going with him . Even the
usually shy and meek Sasha seemed determined about it . . . It was probably their way
to show to Hector and Amanda how grateful they were for their help and friendship .

"All right then . . . " Leon sighed . "I will end up using more mana, but I guess you guys
can keep the flying monsters at bay and let me concentrate on the bosses . "

Without wasting time, Leon created an earth platform and flew to west alongside Betty

and Sasha . After two hours, flying, they finally found the horde, if seeing then by the
sides was scary, looking the beast flying toward them was bone-chilling . It looked like
a tsunami of monsters… Leon couldn't even decide where he should start .
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"Oh, boy…"

"Don't hesitate right now, Leon," Betty said . "That is not like you . "

"Let's do our best and protect the city," Sasha said .

"… You guys are wrong; I'm not hesitating…" Leon said . "Just contemplating my
imminent doom…"



The monsters were marching in unison, so Leon had no more doubts that attack had
been instigated by someone . Regardless, it wasn't time to hesitate or think about it . It
was time to kill some monsters . Without wasting time, Leon shot three Magma Spears

and killed three Tyrannosaurus Rex . As expected, those aren't on the same level as the
megalodons, so Leon decided to change his tactics a little bit and created some steel
spears . However, while he was doing that, dozens of harpies and insects flew toward

them .
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"It is you guys turn… don't hesitate, just swing your weapons . " Leon said .

Before they could say anything, Leon controlled them with Telekinesis and made them

fly like bullets . Although both of them got caught by surprise by the speed, they swung
their weapons and killed dozens of monsters in the blink of an eye .

"I feel sick…" Betty said after she returned . "At least warn us the next time…"

Ignoring her complaints, Leon focused on finishing his steel spears . It was a good time
to learn the mana version of Regeneration, but the world wasn't so convenient, so Leon
couldn't help but wait until his mana was recovered . Although Leon could only control
six spears, now he had the recovery to use his mana to strengthen those spears' power
and speed without holding back . Even from afar, his attacks pierced the Tyrannosaurus
Rexes' skull with relative ease .

"Showing that much power, you make us look like we have been playing around in the
last four years…" Betty frowned .



"Keep your mouth shut and your eyes open," Leon said . "I don't have to waste with the
flying monsters . If I don't concentrate, I won't be able to attack with all my power . "

"Roger," Sasha nodded .

Leon saw Sasha using a technique he had never seen before . She was shooting energy
beams from her swords, and they were powerful enough to kill any of the flying
monsters . Betty also didn't waste time . Throwing her knives, she hit several monsters
and teleported between them before slicing their throats . They were reliable and strong,
Leon forgot that because he saw them struggling with magic… but without using mana,
Leon would have his ass kicked against them .

After killing a few dozen of those monsters which were supposed to be fossils, several
monsters recognized the threat that Leon, Betty, and Sasha were . From a safe distance,
they tried to attack them, Leon dodged most projectiles, but some of them, he ended up
having to use Mana Shield to protect himself and his friends . It couldn't be helped, but
Leon couldn't spend his mana and time on small fry monsters .

Then Leon had an idea when a Fireball hit his Mana Shield… if he could absorb those
spells… his power output would increase many times . Leon tried to absorb those spells
when they hit Mana Shield, but he failed . He also tried to use Mana-Eater and
consume the mana, but he failed again .

"I guess I'm not a shonen protagonist who can learn skills in the middle of a battle…"

As much as Leon wanted, he couldnt just rely on the skeletons alone . So, he asked
Pedro to reunite all the people who couldnt fight but had some mana . Noticing that
they had no place to run, no-one refused Leons idea . Even kids and the elderly end
becoming part of the plan . Leon took out the railgun and put some steel platform he

created above the first line of defense .



This is a railgun . Fortunately, this weapon doesnt need projectiles per se . Leon
explained . But it needs fuel . Your job is to recharge this as much as possible with your
mana; please be quick; once you pour your mana, go to the end of the queue and
repeated that as many times as you can . It would be a good idea to let an archer with
a good aim to use it and kill those Tyrannosaurus Rex .

I think Im the best archer in the city . . . Pedro said . You can leave that to me . But you
look like you are a powerful mage, wouldnt it be better if you use that yourself?

Even I dont have enough mana to charge it, Leon said . However, I wont use it because
I will try to kill as many as the big guns possible before they reach the city . I dont think
the skeletons can kill the bosses before the bosses kill them .

You are going to . . . what? Pedro frowned .

Even Betty and Sasha thought that was madness, but after seeing the horde of monsters
up close, they knew that was something that needed to be done .

Dont worry, Im going alone, you dont have to risk your people, Leon said .

No, you are not going alone, Betty said .

Sorry, but it is our job to keep our eyes on you, Sasha added .

Leon scratched the back of his head; those were resolute in going with him . Even the
usually shy and meek Sasha seemed determined about it . . . It was probably their way
to show to Hector and Amanda how grateful they were for their help and friendship .

All right then . . . Leon sighed . I will end up using more mana, but I guess you guys
can keep the flying monsters at bay and let me concentrate on the bosses .



Without wasting time, Leon created an earth platform and flew to west alongside Betty

and Sasha . After two hours, flying, they finally found the horde, if seeing then by the
sides was scary, looking the beast flying toward them was bone-chilling . It looked like
a tsunami of monsters… Leon couldnt even decide where he should start .

Oh, boy…

Dont hesitate right now, Leon, Betty said . That is not like you .

Lets do our best and protect the city, Sasha said .

… You guys are wrong; Im not hesitating… Leon said . Just contemplating my
imminent doom…

The monsters were marching in unison, so Leon had no more doubts that attack had
been instigated by someone . Regardless, it wasnt time to hesitate or think about it . It
was time to kill some monsters . Without wasting time, Leon shot three Magma Spears

and killed three Tyrannosaurus Rex . As expected, those arent on the same level as the
megalodons, so Leon decided to change his tactics a little bit and created some steel
spears . However, while he was doing that, dozens of harpies and insects flew toward

them .

It is you guys turn… dont hesitate, just swing your weapons . Leon said .

Before they could say anything, Leon controlled them with Telekinesis and made them

fly like bullets . Although both of them got caught by surprise by the speed, they swung
their weapons and killed dozens of monsters in the blink of an eye .

I feel sick… Betty said after she returned . At least warn us the next time…



Ignoring her complaints, Leon focused on finishing his steel spears . It was a good time
to learn the mana version of Regeneration, but the world wasnt so convenient, so Leon
couldnt help but wait until his mana was recovered . Although Leon could only control
six spears, now he had the recovery to use his mana to strengthen those spears power

and speed without holding back . Even from afar, his attacks pierced the Tyrannosaurus
Rexes skull with relative ease .

Showing that much power, you make us look like we have been playing around in the
last four years… Betty frowned .

Keep your mouth shut and your eyes open, Leon said . I dont have to waste with the
flying monsters . If I dont concentrate, I wont be able to attack with all my power .

Roger, Sasha nodded .

Leon saw Sasha using a technique he had never seen before . She was shooting energy
beams from her swords, and they were powerful enough to kill any of the flying
monsters . Betty also didnt waste time . Throwing her knives, she hit several monsters
and teleported between them before slicing their throats . They were reliable and strong,
Leon forgot that because he saw them struggling with magic… but without using mana,
Leon would have his ass kicked against them .

After killing a few dozen of those monsters which were supposed to be fossils, several
monsters recognized the threat that Leon, Betty, and Sasha were . From a safe distance,
they tried to attack them, Leon dodged most projectiles, but some of them, he ended up
having to use Mana Shield to protect himself and his friends . It couldnt be helped, but
Leon couldnt spend his mana and time on small fry monsters .

Then Leon had an idea when a Fireball hit his Mana Shield… if he could absorb those
spells… his power output would increase many times . Leon tried to absorb those spells
when they hit Mana Shield, but he failed . He also tried to use Mana-Eater and
consume the mana, but he failed again .



I guess Im not a shonen protagonist who can learn skills in the middle of a battle…

Novel Chapter 176

Chapter 176: 176

Little by little, they were going back to Fortaleza . Despite the fact that they managed
to kill thousands of monsters in two hours, they didn't slow down the horde even a

single bit . As if their hard work had been for naught .

"This is not working . . . " Leon clenched his teeth .

"Well . . . despite that, we killed a lot of monsters," Betty said .

"It can't be helped; your main strategy is to use the skeletons," Sasha added . "Let's not
worry too much about this, and we still will see the railgun in action . So, all the hope
is not gone . "

Leon nodded; he had no doubts that such a weapon could kill a few T-Rexes in a single
shot . The problem was, they don't have time to prepare such a shot . They could only
shoot several times, hoping that it would kill dozen of monsters every time . Another
problem with the railgun was the fact that even after receiving the necessary mana, it
had to wait five seconds to be used . So, at best, the survivors would be able to shoot a
single every ten seconds . Still, there was nothing more than Leon could do, so he kept
killing the monsters as much as he could .
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Eventually, they finally were back to Fortaleza, and Leon could see in the distance his
skeletons and the barricades the population created . Much to his surprise, a blue beam
of energy passed nearby them at a fearsome speed and hit the horde of monsters . The
range of destruction left Leon speechless . With a single shot, the energy beam killed

hundred of monsters, ten of them were T-Rexes .

"Jesus Christ . . . how did I survive that?" Leon frowned .

"I was wondering the same thing . . . " Betty also frowned .

Leon soon recovered his focus and started to kill the monsters while retreating .
Fortunately, Pedro kept shooting every ten seconds; everyone was working hard, so
things were looking good . When they were five hundred meters away from the first

line of defense, Leon decided to retreat and join the others, but first, he made his
skeleton wizards shot water balls as much as possible . The monsters were still out of
their range, but that was fine, things would get interesting later .
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After joining the others, only Pedro kept shooting using the railgun . Still, that wasn't
enough to slow down the monsters . Two minutes later, the horde finally entered the
skeletons range, and Leon gave the order to his skeleton archers shot Thunder Arrows .
The horde of monsters was stepping on the mud that the skeleton wizards created by
using water balls so many times, and the skeleton archers electrocuted them with ease .
The mud amplified the power of the thunder arrows, and Leon managed to stop the first
line of the horde successfully . It was finally time for the survivors of the city to do
their job, so Leon used War Cry to help them a little .

"Attack!" Pedro shouted .



Leon wasn't aware of it, but Pedro bought hundreds of bows and gave them to even

those who weren't used to the weapon . Despite that, thanks to Leon's combination of
attacks, even those who weren't archers managed to hit the monsters . However, he
didn't notice that, because he was too busy slaying monsters with his spears .
Meanwhile, Betty, Sarah, and all the survivors who didn't have bows were waiting for
their turn . The small monsters were dying like ants, but the big ones were resisting
quite a bit . Unfortunately, it didn't take long before the bosses finally managed to free
themselves from the Thunder Arrows . Pedro tried to stop them, and he succeeded, but
his shots stopped hitting several hundred of enemies thanks to that .

"Keep hitting as many enemies as you can," Leon said . "I will deal with those that
escape the Thunder Arrows . "
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"Got it . " Pedro nodded .

That being said, even though Leon had the power to stop them, the horde of monsters
was attacking too many places at the same time . Even with his speed, Leon wouldn't
have time to finish them all . Still, there was nothing else that he could do .

Leon, Betty, and Sasha flew toward the horde to draw their attention . However, only a
few monsters paid attention to them . Instead of trying to eat those three, the horde was
more interested in eating those thousand of humans who were ahead of them . Leon felt
thankful but also annoyed due to that, he slaughtered monsters at fearsome speed, but
they didn't pay enough attention to him . They retreated a little, and Leon attacked the
monsters who managed to escape the range of Thunder Arrows with his Steel Spears .
Despite that, several monsters managed to reach the barricade, and they were ready to
kill the survivors who were holding their weapons, but at the same time looking at the
monsters like scared kids .



"… I don't think so!" Leon shouted .

Using gravity, Leon stopped several of those monsters who were about to invade the
city, and that gave the survivors enough time to react, but at the same time, Leon spent
half of his mana to stop those humongous creatures . Even so, he didn't manage to stop
them completely .

The T-Rexes looked at Leon; they seemed very angry, and even from far away, they
opened their mouths to eat him . At least, that was what Leon thought . They didn't
open their mouths to eat him, but to attack . Those massive dinosaurs spat fire toward
Leon, Betty, and Sasha almost became ashes because the range of their attacks was
surprisingly long and because Leon got caught off-guard .

"Are you serious? They can use Fire Breath?"

Then Leon understood, as the earth dragons, the T-Rexes were considered dragons that
couldn't fly . That was the only explanation… still, Leon had an idea . After drawing
their attention and making them use the Fire Breath, Leon positioned himself in front of
other monsters . Thanks to that, the T-Rexes damaged each other greatly . Still… it

wasn't enough to stop them .

Little by little, they were going back to Fortaleza . Despite the fact that they managed
to kill thousands of monsters in two hours, they didnt slow down the horde even a

single bit . As if their hard work had been for naught .

This is not working . . . Leon clenched his teeth .

Well . . . despite that, we killed a lot of monsters, Betty said .



It cant be helped; your main strategy is to use the skeletons, Sasha added . Lets not
worry too much about this, and we still will see the railgun in action . So, all the hope
is not gone .

Leon nodded; he had no doubts that such a weapon could kill a few T-Rexes in a single
shot . The problem was, they dont have time to prepare such a shot . They could only
shoot several times, hoping that it would kill dozen of monsters every time . Another
problem with the railgun was the fact that even after receiving the necessary mana, it
had to wait five seconds to be used . So, at best, the survivors would be able to shoot a
single every ten seconds . Still, there was nothing more than Leon could do, so he kept
killing the monsters as much as he could .

Eventually, they finally were back to Fortaleza, and Leon could see in the distance his
skeletons and the barricades the population created . Much to his surprise, a blue beam
of energy passed nearby them at a fearsome speed and hit the horde of monsters . The
range of destruction left Leon speechless . With a single shot, the energy beam killed

hundred of monsters, ten of them were T-Rexes .

Jesus Christ . . . how did I survive that? Leon frowned .

I was wondering the same thing . . . Betty also frowned .

Leon soon recovered his focus and started to kill the monsters while retreating .
Fortunately, Pedro kept shooting every ten seconds; everyone was working hard, so
things were looking good . When they were five hundred meters away from the first

line of defense, Leon decided to retreat and join the others, but first, he made his
skeleton wizards shot water balls as much as possible . The monsters were still out of
their range, but that was fine, things would get interesting later .

After joining the others, only Pedro kept shooting using the railgun . Still, that wasnt
enough to slow down the monsters . Two minutes later, the horde finally entered the
skeletons range, and Leon gave the order to his skeleton archers shot Thunder Arrows .



The horde of monsters was stepping on the mud that the skeleton wizards created by
using water balls so many times, and the skeleton archers electrocuted them with ease .
The mud amplified the power of the thunder arrows, and Leon managed to stop the first
line of the horde successfully . It was finally time for the survivors of the city to do
their job, so Leon used War Cry to help them a little .

Attack! Pedro shouted .

Leon wasnt aware of it, but Pedro bought hundreds of bows and gave them to even

those who werent used to the weapon . Despite that, thanks to Leons combination of
attacks, even those who werent archers managed to hit the monsters . However, he
didnt notice that, because he was too busy slaying monsters with his spears .
Meanwhile, Betty, Sarah, and all the survivors who didnt have bows were waiting for
their turn . The small monsters were dying like ants, but the big ones were resisting
quite a bit . Unfortunately, it didnt take long before the bosses finally managed to free
themselves from the Thunder Arrows . Pedro tried to stop them, and he succeeded, but
his shots stopped hitting several hundred of enemies thanks to that .

Keep hitting as many enemies as you can, Leon said . I will deal with those that escape
the Thunder Arrows .

Got it . Pedro nodded .

That being said, even though Leon had the power to stop them, the horde of monsters
was attacking too many places at the same time . Even with his speed, Leon wouldnt
have time to finish them all . Still, there was nothing else that he could do .

Leon, Betty, and Sasha flew toward the horde to draw their attention . However, only a
few monsters paid attention to them . Instead of trying to eat those three, the horde was
more interested in eating those thousand of humans who were ahead of them . Leon felt
thankful but also annoyed due to that, he slaughtered monsters at fearsome speed, but
they didnt pay enough attention to him . They retreated a little, and Leon attacked the
monsters who managed to escape the range of Thunder Arrows with his Steel Spears .



Despite that, several monsters managed to reach the barricade, and they were ready to
kill the survivors who were holding their weapons, but at the same time looking at the
monsters like scared kids .

… I dont think so! Leon shouted .

Using gravity, Leon stopped several of those monsters who were about to invade the
city, and that gave the survivors enough time to react, but at the same time, Leon spent
half of his mana to stop those humongous creatures . Even so, he didnt manage to stop
them completely .

The T-Rexes looked at Leon; they seemed very angry, and even from far away, they
opened their mouths to eat him . At least, that was what Leon thought . They didnt open
their mouths to eat him, but to attack . Those massive dinosaurs spat fire toward Leon,
Betty, and Sasha almost became ashes because the range of their attacks was
surprisingly long and because Leon got caught off-guard .

Are you serious? They can use Fire Breath?

Then Leon understood, as the earth dragons, the T-Rexes were considered dragons that
couldnt fly . That was the only explanation… still, Leon had an idea . After drawing
their attention and making them use the Fire Breath, Leon positioned himself in front of
other monsters . Thanks to that, the T-Rexes damaged each other greatly . Still… it

wasnt enough to stop them .

Novel Chapter 177
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Leon and the others managed to keep the monsters at bay for one hour, but eventually,
the monsters managed to break the first line of defense . Leon and his skeletons kept



attacking the monsters while retreating trying to save as many lives as possible, but
even so, several soldiers got eaten and smashed like ants .

"Sasha, Betty! Cover Pedro and the civilians!" Leon shouted .

Sasha and Betty nodded, they were strong and fast, but they only could do so much to
protect hundreds of civilians while fighting dozen of monsters .

Leon's skeletons weren't fast like the skeletons knights, so their numbers started to
decrease at a fearsome pace . However, the ones who survived managed to leave a sea
of fire for the monsters to deal with . It wasn't efficient like electric attacks, but fire
also slowed the big ones down while killing the small fries .

"Shit… there is no end to this…"

Probably hundreds of thousands of monsters had fallen, but the end of the battle still
couldn't be seen . Leon tried to cover the soldiers and civilians as much as he could, but
that meant that he had to waste a lot of time looking around instead of killing the
monsters in front of himself .
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Leon tried to save and Heal as many as he could, but after seeing so many people dying
in front of him, he understood that he had failed again . He didn't know if the job was

impossible or not, but he had failed nonetheless again . Despite that, he kept fighting
because it was the only thing he could do at the moment .

Several hours passed, and Leon lost the count of those who he had failed in protecting
or covering . He already could see thousand of survivors behind him and the sea as



well . There was nowhere to escape, he could escape if he wanted, but what would be
the point? Flying to escape while seeing thousands of human beings butchered by

monsters? Leon didn't want to do that; he didn't survive the island using brute strength
to run in moments like these . He kept fighting until he felt that his head was about to
explode due to the exhaustion .

The number of skeletons that were still working barely reached the ten thousand mark,
but the damage they caused was scarcely noticeable . Even Betty and Sasha's faces
were filled with despair, they didn't know the people who were dying, but they couldn't
bring themselves to ignore such carnage . It was like reliving that day four years ago .
They were ready to take Leon by force if it was necessary and flee… but then it
happened .

"Look to your right!"

A voice echoed in Leon's mind; it was a weird yet familiar voice . Without asking why

or who that voice belonged, Leon looked to his right side and saw a corpse of a T-Rex
and nearby, he saw a tome .
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"What the…"

Leon didn't have the time to look for spoils or drops; he was only interested and
fighting to save as many as he could . However, he was in a dire situation where it was
impossible to save those people . In the end, the only choice he had was to look for
weapons and items near the corpses that could grant him the power to solve that
situation . Leon ran toward the tome and picked it up .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Zombie .



Cost: 100 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .
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Leon frowned, it didn't look like a powerful skill, but once he tried to use and failed, he
noticed what that skill could do .

"A skill that turns dead monsters into zombies…"

The cooldown time and the cost were quite high, but that skill would give him what he

needed, time . Leon used the skill on the T-Rex corpse, and the creature instantly got
up and attacked the nearby monsters . It wasn't strong enough to stop another T-Rex,
but that wasn't a problem since it was much stronger and resilient than Leon's
skeletons .

Summoning them whenever possible, Leon created several other T-Rex zombies, and
they caused quite a ruckus before the other monsters finally recognized them as
enemies .

"Leon… did you do that?" Betty frowned .

"Yes… anyway, cover me . " Leon said . "I need to recover my mana . "

Betty and Sasha nodded, but even Sasha frowned when she saw the T-Rexes under
Leon's control using the Fire Breath that could turn most monsters into ashes in a few
seconds… that skill was way too convenient . After ten minutes, Leon had almost one



hundred zombie T-Rexes under his control, and since they were under Leon's control,
they were way more efficient and organized in killing monsters . The survivors who
managed to stay alive until now finally had some room to breathe, and Pedro and the
others resumed on the job of using the railgun instead of running for their lives .

It looked like the zombie T-Rexes could more or less suffer the amount of damage as
the alive ones before running out of juice . However, considering the fact that Leon
could kill one and make another zombie in a matter of seconds . His army only grew
the more time passed .

After one hour, Leon had three hundred and sixty of those monsters under his control,
and now the survivors didn't even have to fight . They only collected the spoils and
treated the wounded . Ten hours after the start of the battle, it finally ended . Those who
managed to survive celebrated the victory and the fact that they protected their
hometown… to some extent .

Meanwhile, Leon, Betty, and Sasha couldn't but look at each with skeptical eyes . They
survived and won by chance; they got very lucky that Leon learned such a convenient
skill . However, Leon knew that it wasn't a coincidence .

"That voice… no, it can't be…"

Leon and the others managed to keep the monsters at bay for one hour, but eventually,
the monsters managed to break the first line of defense . Leon and his skeletons kept
attacking the monsters while retreating trying to save as many lives as possible, but
even so, several soldiers got eaten and smashed like ants .

Sasha, Betty! Cover Pedro and the civilians! Leon shouted .

Sasha and Betty nodded, they were strong and fast, but they only could do so much to
protect hundreds of civilians while fighting dozen of monsters .



Leons skeletons werent fast like the skeletons knights, so their numbers started to
decrease at a fearsome pace . However, the ones who survived managed to leave a sea
of fire for the monsters to deal with . It wasnt efficient like electric attacks, but fire also
slowed the big ones down while killing the small fries .

Shit… there is no end to this…

Probably hundreds of thousands of monsters had fallen, but the end of the battle still
couldnt be seen . Leon tried to cover the soldiers and civilians as much as he could, but
that meant that he had to waste a lot of time looking around instead of killing the
monsters in front of himself .

Leon tried to save and Heal as many as he could, but after seeing so many people dying
in front of him, he understood that he had failed again . He didnt know if the job was

impossible or not, but he had failed nonetheless again . Despite that, he kept fighting
because it was the only thing he could do at the moment .

Several hours passed, and Leon lost the count of those who he had failed in protecting
or covering . He already could see thousand of survivors behind him and the sea as

well . There was nowhere to escape, he could escape if he wanted, but what would be
the point? Flying to escape while seeing thousands of human beings butchered by

monsters? Leon didnt want to do that; he didnt survive the island using brute strength
to run in moments like these . He kept fighting until he felt that his head was about to
explode due to the exhaustion .

The number of skeletons that were still working barely reached the ten thousand mark,
but the damage they caused was scarcely noticeable . Even Betty and Sashas faces were
filled with despair, they didnt know the people who were dying, but they couldnt bring
themselves to ignore such carnage . It was like reliving that day four years ago . They
were ready to take Leon by force if it was necessary and flee… but then it happened .

Look to your right!



A voice echoed in Leons mind; it was a weird yet familiar voice . Without asking why

or who that voice belonged, Leon looked to his right side and saw a corpse of a T-Rex
and nearby, he saw a tome .

What the…

Leon didnt have the time to look for spoils or drops; he was only interested and fighting
to save as many as he could . However, he was in a dire situation where it was
impossible to save those people . In the end, the only choice he had was to look for
weapons and items near the corpses that could grant him the power to solve that
situation . Leon ran toward the tome and picked it up .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Summon Zombie .

Cost: 100 mana

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

Leon frowned, it didnt look like a powerful skill, but once he tried to use and failed, he
noticed what that skill could do .

A skill that turns dead monsters into zombies…

The cooldown time and the cost were quite high, but that skill would give him what he

needed, time . Leon used the skill on the T-Rex corpse, and the creature instantly got
up and attacked the nearby monsters . It wasnt strong enough to stop another T-Rex,
but that wasnt a problem since it was much stronger and resilient than Leons skeletons .

Summoning them whenever possible, Leon created several other T-Rex zombies, and
they caused quite a ruckus before the other monsters finally recognized them as
enemies .



Leon… did you do that? Betty frowned .

Yes… anyway, cover me . Leon said . I need to recover my mana .

Betty and Sasha nodded, but even Sasha frowned when she saw the T-Rexes under
Leons control using the Fire Breath that could turn most monsters into ashes in a few
seconds… that skill was way too convenient . After ten minutes, Leon had almost one
hundred zombie T-Rexes under his control, and since they were under Leons control,
they were way more efficient and organized in killing monsters . The survivors who
managed to stay alive until now finally had some room to breathe, and Pedro and the
others resumed on the job of using the railgun instead of running for their lives .

It looked like the zombie T-Rexes could more or less suffer the amount of damage as
the alive ones before running out of juice . However, considering the fact that Leon
could kill one and make another zombie in a matter of seconds . His army only grew
the more time passed .

After one hour, Leon had three hundred and sixty of those monsters under his control,
and now the survivors didnt even have to fight . They only collected the spoils and
treated the wounded . Ten hours after the start of the battle, it finally ended . Those who
managed to survive celebrated the victory and the fact that they protected their
hometown… to some extent .

Meanwhile, Leon, Betty, and Sasha couldnt but look at each with skeptical eyes . They
survived and won by chance; they got very lucky that Leon learned such a convenient
skill . However, Leon knew that it wasnt a coincidence .

That voice… no, it cant be…
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After observing the items and tomes the survivors collected, Leon only selected half of
them and put them inside his magic box . The tomes weren't that useful, so he left them
to the survivors, they would need to rebuild and protect the city in case something like
that happens again .

Around five hundred soldiers died, and more or less two hundred civilians perished…
even though it was crazy, Leon wanted to protect all of them . Despite that massive loss,
several people thanked him for his hard work . Leon didn't feel like he deserved their
gratitude . Besides, he still had to fight to protect the other four cities . However, much
to Leon's surprise, several choppers landed nearby, and Leon recognized several
figures inside those choppers, Tom, Arthur, Jess, and the others he worked with for a
while in New York .

"The cavalry is finally here… but I guess we are too late . " Tom frowned when he saw

the sea of monsters around .

"I thought Sarah said that she was short-handed…" Leon said .

"Yes, but after seeing the photograph, she selected several soldiers and sent us to help,"
Tom said .

"Photograph?" Leon frowned .

"Sorry, Leon . " Betty lowered her head . "When I saw the horde, I concluded that those
were too much, even for you . So, I took a photo and sent it to Sarah . "

"Why are you apologizing?" Leon asked . "In the end, you were right . We only won

because we were lucky . Anyway… we don't have time to waste . We have a little

more than ten hours to reach Salvador… by the way, which direction is that city?"



" If you follow the coast, you will eventually reach it," Pedro said . " What are you

going to do with the monster's bodies?"
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"I want half of the dragons' hearts… as for the materials, we don't have any means to
transport all of them . " Leon said . "You can keep them . "

Pedro and the others will need those materials to obtain coins and rebuild the city, so it
was better to let them all of those . That was also another way for Leon and the alliance
to gain favor with the people of the Atlantic Free Nation . Now, he just had to do that
four more times, and the chances of them becoming allies would increase tenfold .

There was a chance that other monsters would attack the city, so Leon left one hundred
zombies behind and made the rest go to Salvador . He also gave them the order to go as

fast as possible while killing every single monster they meet on the way .

Health: 75 +

Mana: 1927 +

Stamina: 70 +

Strength: 66 +

Dexterity: 10 +
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Speed: 42 +

Intelligence: 297 +

Endurance: 84 +

Control: 117 +

Mentality: 97 +

Luck: 01 +

Recovery: 600 +

Willpower: 75 +
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Coins: 11236522

Status: 00

Skill List



Active Skills: Earth Manipulation Lv 63, Water Manipulation Lv 38, Wind

Manipulation Lv 35, Fire Manipulation Lv 37, Earth Transformation Lv 40, Water

Transformation Lv 30,Wind Transformation Lv 35, Fire Transformation Lv 34, Earth
Creation Lv 43, Water Creation Lv 38, Wind Creation Lv 32, Fire Creation Lv 37

Water Bullet Lv 11, Wind Bullet Lv 11

Mana Armor Lv 19, Mana Shield Lv 08, Mana Dominion Lv 25, War Cry Lv 30,
Cure Burns Lv 11, Heal Lv 10, Regeneration Lv 03, Summon Zombie Lv 15,

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 21, Rage Lv 29, Fire Resistance Lv 22, Craft Lv
59, Spearmanship Lv 56, Blacksmith Lv 46,

When Leon updated his status, he couldn't help but frown . Even though he spent two
million coins before the battle, now he had eleven million .

"I guess since they are my creation, I earn the coins the zombies obtain by killing
monsters . "

Leon didn't think about it before, but using skeletons and zombies were a good way to
obtain coins . Even though he only used coins until now to buy mana potions…

"Anyway, let's get going," Leon said .

Tom and the others would offer air support, even though they soon would stop to let the
engine absorb mana, they probably would arrive in Salvador before the battle . For a
while, Leon accompanied them while he gave those soldiers the best weapons he found

after the battle . They were nowhere near as Leon's gear or Betty and Sasha weapons,
but those were better than the rank A soldiers had at the current moment .



As much as Leon wanted to sleep to get rid of that terrible headache, he didn't stop and
flew toward Salvador . His zombies would probably arrive several hours after the start
of the battle, so Leon had to buy as much time as possible with his skeletons .

Leon arrived at Salvador eight hours before the horde of monsters, like before, he left
the negotiations and the mission of buying as much as mana potions as possible to
Sasha . However, Leon changed his strategy a little bit . Instead of waiting for the
skeletons to absorb mana and use them only during the battle, he made the skeletons
use Water Balls whenever they had absorbed enough mana to use it . Thanks to that, a
few hours before the battle, his skeletons managed to create a small lake on the west
side of the city .

"To think they would be able to create something this… I really want to learn the skill

to absorb mana from the ambient…"

If Leon had enough mana, he would change the scenery to slow down the monsters as

much as possible, but he hadn't . So, he had no choice but to utilize his skeletons'
power before the battle . Leon wanted to see how much water he could create by

himself, but instead of satisfying his curiosity, he created skeletons non-stop .

After observing the items and tomes the survivors collected, Leon only selected half of
them and put them inside his magic box . The tomes werent that useful, so he left them
to the survivors, they would need to rebuild and protect the city in case something like
that happens again .

Around five hundred soldiers died, and more or less two hundred civilians perished…
even though it was crazy, Leon wanted to protect all of them . Despite that massive loss,
several people thanked him for his hard work . Leon didnt feel like he deserved their
gratitude . Besides, he still had to fight to protect the other four cities . However, much
to Leons surprise, several choppers landed nearby, and Leon recognized several figures
inside those choppers, Tom, Arthur, Jess, and the others he worked with for a while in
New York .



The cavalry is finally here… but I guess we are too late . Tom frowned when he saw

the sea of monsters around .

I thought Sarah said that she was short-handed… Leon said .

Yes, but after seeing the photograph, she selected several soldiers and sent us to help,
Tom said .

Photograph? Leon frowned .

Sorry, Leon . Betty lowered her head . When I saw the horde, I concluded that those
were too much, even for you . So, I took a photo and sent it to Sarah .

Why are you apologizing? Leon asked . In the end, you were right . We only won

because we were lucky . Anyway… we dont have time to waste .We have a little more

than ten hours to reach Salvador… by the way, which direction is that city?

If you follow the coast, you will eventually reach it, Pedro said . What are you going to

do with the monsters bodies?

I want half of the dragons hearts… as for the materials, we dont have any means to
transport all of them . Leon said . You can keep them .

Pedro and the others will need those materials to obtain coins and rebuild the city, so it
was better to let them all of those . That was also another way for Leon and the alliance
to gain favor with the people of the Atlantic Free Nation . Now, he just had to do that
four more times, and the chances of them becoming allies would increase tenfold .

There was a chance that other monsters would attack the city, so Leon left one hundred
zombies behind and made the rest go to Salvador . He also gave them the order to go as

fast as possible while killing every single monster they meet on the way .



Health: 75 +

Mana: 1927 +

Stamina: 70 +

Strength: 66 +

Dexterity: 10 +

Speed: 42 +

Intelligence: 297 +

Endurance: 84 +

Control: 117 +

Mentality: 97 +

Luck: 01 +

Recovery: 600 +

Willpower: 75 +

Coins: 11236522



Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Earth Manipulation Lv 63, Water Manipulation Lv 38, Wind

Manipulation Lv 35, Fire Manipulation Lv 37, Earth Transformation Lv 40, Water

Transformation Lv 30,Wind Transformation Lv 35, Fire Transformation Lv 34, Earth
Creation Lv 43, Water Creation Lv 38, Wind Creation Lv 32, Fire Creation Lv 37

Water Bullet Lv 11, Wind Bullet Lv 11

Mana Armor Lv 19, Mana Shield Lv 08, Mana Dominion Lv 25, War Cry Lv 30,
Cure Burns Lv 11, Heal Lv 10, Regeneration Lv 03, Summon Zombie Lv 15,

Passive Skills: Mental Fortitude Lv 21, Rage Lv 29, Fire Resistance Lv 22, Craft Lv
59, Spearmanship Lv 56, Blacksmith Lv 46,

When Leon updated his status, he couldnt help but frown . Even though he spent two
million coins before the battle, now he had eleven million .

I guess since they are my creation, I earn the coins the zombies obtain by killing
monsters .

Leon didnt think about it before, but using skeletons and zombies were a good way to
obtain coins . Even though he only used coins until now to buy mana potions…

Anyway, lets get going, Leon said .

Tom and the others would offer air support, even though they soon would stop to let the
engine absorb mana, they probably would arrive in Salvador before the battle . For a



while, Leon accompanied them while he gave those soldiers the best weapons he found

after the battle . They were nowhere near as Leons gear or Betty and Sasha weapons,
but those were better than the rank A soldiers had at the current moment .

As much as Leon wanted to sleep to get rid of that terrible headache, he didnt stop and
flew toward Salvador . His zombies would probably arrive several hours after the start
of the battle, so Leon had to buy as much time as possible with his skeletons .

Leon arrived at Salvador eight hours before the horde of monsters, like before, he left
the negotiations and the mission of buying as much as mana potions as possible to
Sasha . However, Leon changed his strategy a little bit . Instead of waiting for the
skeletons to absorb mana and use them only during the battle, he made the skeletons
use Water Balls whenever they had absorbed enough mana to use it . Thanks to that, a
few hours before the battle, his skeletons managed to create a small lake on the west
side of the city .

To think they would be able to create something this… I really want to learn the skill to
absorb mana from the ambient…

If Leon had enough mana, he would change the scenery to slow down the monsters as

much as possible, but he hadnt . So, he had no choice but to utilize his skeletons power
before the battle . Leon wanted to see how much water he could create by himself, but
instead of satisfying his curiosity, he created skeletons non-stop .
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This time, Leon, Betty, and Sasha didn't try to decrease the number of monsters before
the battle . Although it would be a good idea to create some T-Rex zombies before the
battle, those would probably die before doing anything since the number of monsters
coming behind them wasn't small . Besides, Summon Zombie had a weakness too; to



activate the skill, Leon had to touch the corpse, and it would be beyond stupid approach
the horde to create a single zombie .

Just like before, the survivors of Salvador were quite cooperative once they saw Leon

creating thousands of skeletons . Just like before as well, Leon lent the railgun for the
best archer of the city, and hundreds of citizens would recharge the weapon with their
mana .

"It looks like we arrived on time this time," Tom said .

Unlike Tom, many survivors of New York didn't like Leon . He entered their ranks and
hid his power from those he worked with, after all . Jess was one of them . However,
all those people forgot their petty reasons when they saw the sea of monsters
approaching . It was like a scene of a horror movie, and they couldn't help but
remember the feelings they felt four years ago when they lost several friends, family,
and even their hometowns .

"I wonder if this isn't a nightmare or something…" Tom frowned .
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"You guys just make sure to keep the citizens who are recharging the railgun alive,
okay?" Leon said . " I will keep the big ones at bay, so kill the flying monsters before
they get too close . "

"Roger that . " Tom nodded .

When the monsters were one kilometer away from the first line of defense, the railgun
began to be used . Leaving a trail of destruction and burning the ground, that weapon



was terrifying, Leon was yet to know why such weapon had been sold in one of those

dungeon shops, but it didn't matter now .

A few thousand monsters died before they finally entered the skeletons range of attack,
but once again, the railgun alone didn't stop the creatures . When the creatures stepped

on the water, the skeletons shot Thunder Arrows . This time the attack had been even
more effective thanks to the amount of water; even the T-Rexes couldn't do anything
but tremble while being electrocuted . Small monsters burned quite nicely, and the
smell of burned flesh permeated all that part of the city .
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Things were looking good, but the soldiers who used bows nor Leon lowered their
guards and just kept attacking the monsters . Leon was itching to create some zombies,
but he also would be electrocuted if he approaches . It was better to wait for the big
ones to pass the trap and make them use the Fire Breath once they become his minions,
and so Leon did . The small lake and the electric attacks worked for quite a while; the
monsters only managed to cross it after two hours and thanks to the fact that the corpses
became a bridge to them . Leon, who until now was attacking while trying to converse

his mana, suddenly killed several T-Rexes like a tornado and then turned several of
them into zombies .

"Go and attack any monster that crosses the lake . "

The zombies divided themselves into two groups and moved to different sides .
Although before they couldn't win a one versus one match against the other T-Rexes,
now they could show themselves to be quite the opponents…

"It looks like the level of the skill also influences their power…"
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Leon tried to check the power of their Fire Breath several times and confirmed that
even that attack got stronger . However, just like the skeletons, they absorbed mana
from the surroundings to use magic, and when Leon used that too much, his own mana
ended up being consumed . Fire Breath was strong enough to kill the hundred of small
fries, but its use would limit the number of zombies Leon could create .

"In the end, it is better to use them as another line of defense . "

Eventually, Leon created enough zombies to cover all the places that were being
attacked . Thanks to that, aside from himself, the archers, and the citizens who were
recharging the railgun, the other soldiers didn't have the chance to fight . However,
they were thankful for that . Even the most powerful parties of that city couldn't kill a
single T-Rex without suffering severe damage .

Another hour passed, and finally, the zombies Leon created in Fortaleza joined the
fray . They had several hours to absorb mana, so Leon made them use Fire Breath until

they couldn't, wiping out the battlefield like a storm . This time, Leon wouldn't fail .
No one died, and he was happy for it, but he couldn't help but wonder about that voice
he heard and such a convenient skill falling on his lap .

"Someone is trying to use me for something…"

The skill had limitations, but even so, it was too powerful . If one could obtain the
power to control the zombie version of a boss, that person would become a fearsome
threat . However, such a convenient skill could also turn someone who has the potential
to become someone powerful into a lazy and arrogant individual…



"The tome that suddenly appeared and changed the tide of the battle… and that voice in

my head… that person probably used Telepathy… another very useful skill . "

It looked like Leon became part of something bigger than himself, he didn't know why,
but it was probably because he stopped William, Sanchez, and Alisson . Even though
they didn't want it, they ended up working for a Dragonewt . Leon was pretty sure that
the owner of that voice wasn't a monster, but it was hard to say for sure . If one could
use Telepathy, one could also learn several other neat tricks .

"For some reason, I don't feel like using that skill anymore… but I don't have any other
choice if I want to save as many as I can . "

This time, Leon, Betty, and Sasha didnt try to decrease the number of monsters before
the battle . Although it would be a good idea to create some T-Rex zombies before the
battle, those would probably die before doing anything since the number of monsters
coming behind them wasnt small . Besides, Summon Zombie had a weakness too; to
activate the skill, Leon had to touch the corpse, and it would be beyond stupid approach
the horde to create a single zombie .

Just like before, the survivors of Salvador were quite cooperative once they saw Leon

creating thousands of skeletons . Just like before as well, Leon lent the railgun for the
best archer of the city, and hundreds of citizens would recharge the weapon with their
mana .

It looks like we arrived on time this time, Tom said .

Unlike Tom, many survivors of New York didnt like Leon . He entered their ranks and
hid his power from those he worked with, after all . Jess was one of them . However,
all those people forgot their petty reasons when they saw the sea of monsters
approaching . It was like a scene of a horror movie, and they couldnt help but
remember the feelings they felt four years ago when they lost several friends, family,
and even their hometowns .



I wonder if this isnt a nightmare or something… Tom frowned .

You guys just make sure to keep the citizens who are recharging the railgun alive, okay?
Leon said . I will keep the big ones at bay, so kill the flying monsters before they get
too close .

Roger that . Tom nodded .

When the monsters were one kilometer away from the first line of defense, the railgun
began to be used . Leaving a trail of destruction and burning the ground, that weapon
was terrifying, Leon was yet to know why such weapon had been sold in one of those

dungeon shops, but it didnt matter now .

A few thousand monsters died before they finally entered the skeletons range of attack,
but once again, the railgun alone didnt stop the creatures . When the creatures stepped

on the water, the skeletons shot Thunder Arrows . This time the attack had been even
more effective thanks to the amount of water; even the T-Rexes couldnt do anything
but tremble while being electrocuted . Small monsters burned quite nicely, and the
smell of burned flesh permeated all that part of the city .

Things were looking good, but the soldiers who used bows nor Leon lowered their
guards and just kept attacking the monsters . Leon was itching to create some zombies,
but he also would be electrocuted if he approaches . It was better to wait for the big
ones to pass the trap and make them use the Fire Breath once they become his minions,
and so Leon did . The small lake and the electric attacks worked for quite a while; the
monsters only managed to cross it after two hours and thanks to the fact that the corpses
became a bridge to them . Leon, who until now was attacking while trying to converse

his mana, suddenly killed several T-Rexes like a tornado and then turned several of
them into zombies .

Go and attack any monster that crosses the lake .



The zombies divided themselves into two groups and moved to different sides .
Although before they couldnt win a one versus one match against the other T-Rexes,
now they could show themselves to be quite the opponents…

It looks like the level of the skill also influences their power…

Leon tried to check the power of their Fire Breath several times and confirmed that
even that attack got stronger . However, just like the skeletons, they absorbed mana
from the surroundings to use magic, and when Leon used that too much, his own mana
ended up being consumed . Fire Breath was strong enough to kill the hundred of small
fries, but its use would limit the number of zombies Leon could create .

In the end, it is better to use them as another line of defense .

Eventually, Leon created enough zombies to cover all the places that were being
attacked . Thanks to that, aside from himself, the archers, and the citizens who were
recharging the railgun, the other soldiers didnt have the chance to fight . However, they
were thankful for that . Even the most powerful parties of that city couldnt kill a single
T-Rex without suffering severe damage .

Another hour passed, and finally, the zombies Leon created in Fortaleza joined the
fray . They had several hours to absorb mana, so Leon made them use Fire Breath until

they couldnt, wiping out the battlefield like a storm . This time, Leon wouldnt fail . No
one died, and he was happy for it, but he couldnt help but wonder about that voice he
heard and such a convenient skill falling on his lap .

Someone is trying to use me for something…

The skill had limitations, but even so, it was too powerful . If one could obtain the
power to control the zombie version of a boss, that person would become a fearsome
threat . However, such a convenient skill could also turn someone who has the potential
to become someone powerful into a lazy and arrogant individual…



The tome that suddenly appeared and changed the tide of the battle… and that voice in
my head… that person probably used Telepathy… another very useful skill .

It looked like Leon became part of something bigger than himself, he didnt know why,
but it was probably because he stopped William, Sanchez, and Alisson . Even though
they didnt want it, they ended up working for a Dragonewt . Leon was pretty sure that
the owner of that voice wasnt a monster, but it was hard to say for sure . If one could
use Telepathy, one could also learn several other neat tricks .

For some reason, I dont feel like using that skill anymore… but I dont have any other

choice if I want to save as many as I can .

Novel Chapter 180

Chapter 180: 180

Just as Leon had expected, the battle ended without a single casualty on the human's
side . It was hard to tell, but more or less four million monsters died in four hours .
Once again, everyone celebrated such an astonishing victory, but once again, Leon
didn't feel like celebrating .

"You are frowning too much . . . " Betty said . "What will people think if the hero of this

battle acts like this after such a victory?"

"Still . . . I can understand why Leon is worried . " Sasha said . "He learned a very
convenient skill in a crucial moment; it is very suspicious that his luck is that good . "

Leon didn't tell them about the voice, but Sasha was smart enough to figure it out that
something was off . In any case, there was no time to stop and relax; they still had to
fight to protect three other cities .
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Regardless, this time Leon and his zombies ended up winning the battle almost alone .
So, Leon decided to take the dragons' hearts for himself . He wondered what would
happen to those monsters' hearts once they become zombies, so Leon opened a T-Rex
that had died again after becoming a zombie . As expected, the skill wasn't that
convenient; the monster's heart melted . Not only that, but the zombies' corpses also rot
in a matter of seconds after using all its juice .

"It is powerful, but it is also a very unpleasant skill," Betty said .

Leon could only nod, forcing dead creatures to fight was something beyond
unpleasant . Still, Leon could easily use that skill to almost seal the dungeons if he
defeats a few bosses and turn them into zombies, they could easily kill other bosses and
monsters that the crystal will spawn . That would be very convenient for Leon, but
would that help the world? In some sense, yes . However, stopping all the monsters by
himself wouldn't make the human race strong . Billions died four years ago because
humans were weak and relied too much on tools . Even if Leon seal all those dungeons,
no one can say that other dungeons won't appear and liberate thousand of dragons on
Earth again .

"I can't rely on this skill too much… this won't make me the only lazy, but the whole
world will become like that if I'm not careful . "
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Leon and the others had some time before the monsters could reach Rio de Janeiro, so
he decided to sleep in the chopper Tom brought, while they transported him to the next



city . Once again, Leon left one hundred zombies behind and made one thousand of
them move to Rio de Janeiro .

Just like Leon saw in the movies, Rio de Janeiro was a beautiful but at the same time,
a city destroyed by bad governments and militiamen . The natural beauty of the city
was a sight for his sore eyes, but he didn't have time to appreciate it . Anyway, this
time, his zombies arrived in the city before the start of the battle, so he didn't have to
summon his skeletons . Once again, the battle ended without a single casualty . While

Leon observed the zombies and the railgun doing all the work, he started to think .

"I didn't learn this skill by coincidence… even though I also have the scythe, which
grants me some useful skills, it is nowhere as near as powerful as the skill to summon
zombies . Considering what that skill could do at this level and its potential… there was

a chance that a boss shouldn't drop a tome of such level, the T-Rexes aren't as strong
as the three-headed earth dragon after all . So, the owner of that voice dropped the tome?
If yes, why he didn't do it sooner? What is that person's goal? I certainly didn't
imagine that voice…"
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With so many doubts, Leon didn't want to use that skill . Humanity needed to struggle
more to fight and get stronger in case something like what happened four years ago
repeats itself again . Still, he needed that skill to make Atlantic Free Nation his allies .
If he holds back and lets someone dies, Leon would end up putting doubts in their
minds, and a partner full of suspicions wouldn't be so cooperative .

The next two days, Leon and the others succeeded again . Atlantic Free Nation
survivors became allies, and the day had been saved… however, Leon didn't feel like
his job was done . While the survivors were dealing the monsters' corpses most with
the Dragons' hearts that Leon wanted, he searched for some very specific equipment,



which was, oxygen tanks, a mask to let him breathe in high altitudes and winter

clothes .

"Why do you want that?" Betty frowned .

"I want to see this continent from above…" Leon said . "I need to confirm something .
"

Even Sasha frowned since she had no idea what Leon wanted to confirm . Leon also
bought a map that showed them the locations of all dungeons in South America . After
equipping those items, Leon created an earth platform, and they flew upward .

Leon thought he would be able to see the whole continent if he tried to fly a little high,
Leon indeed managed to see a good portion of the continent surface . Still, when they
reached thirty kilometers of altitude, the temperature got so low that they had no choice

but to retreat . Besides, even though they were using a platform that was being

controlled by Leon . It was still scary flying so high .

It looked like Leon would have to borrow some astronaut clothes if he wanted to
confirm those things in his mind . Regardless, Leon managed to confirm at least one

thing . From that height, he saw the trail of destruction the monsters left when the

dungeons break happened . For some reason, after leaving the dungeon, the monsters
choose the shortest path, not toward the cities, but to join the other monsters .

"Whatever caused the dungeon breaks, it also made the monsters reunite in order to
make them attack all cities at the same time but in different periods… There's no way
this happened by chance . Someone caused this… but why?"

Just as Leon had expected, the battle ended without a single casualty on the humans
side . It was hard to tell, but more or less four million monsters died in four hours .
Once again, everyone celebrated such an astonishing victory, but once again, Leon
didnt feel like celebrating .



You are frowning too much . . . Betty said . What will people think if the hero of this

battle acts like this after such a victory?

Still . . . I can understand why Leon is worried . Sasha said . He learned a very
convenient skill in a crucial moment; it is very suspicious that his luck is that good .

Leon didnt tell them about the voice, but Sasha was smart enough to figure it out that
something was off . In any case, there was no time to stop and relax; they still had to
fight to protect three other cities .

Regardless, this time Leon and his zombies ended up winning the battle almost alone .
So, Leon decided to take the dragons hearts for himself . He wondered what would
happen to those monsters hearts once they become zombies, so Leon opened a T-Rex
that had died again after becoming a zombie . As expected, the skill wasnt that
convenient; the monsters heart melted . Not only that, but the zombies corpses also rot
in a matter of seconds after using all its juice .

It is powerful, but it is also a very unpleasant skill, Betty said .

Leon could only nod, forcing dead creatures to fight was something beyond
unpleasant . Still, Leon could easily use that skill to almost seal the dungeons if he
defeats a few bosses and turn them into zombies, they could easily kill other bosses and
monsters that the crystal will spawn . That would be very convenient for Leon, but
would that help the world? In some sense, yes . However, stopping all the monsters by
himself wouldnt make the human race strong . Billions died four years ago because
humans were weak and relied too much on tools . Even if Leon seal all those dungeons,
no one can say that other dungeons wont appear and liberate thousand of dragons on
Earth again .

I cant rely on this skill too much… this wont make me the only lazy, but the whole
world will become like that if Im not careful .



Leon and the others had some time before the monsters could reach Rio de Janeiro, so
he decided to sleep in the chopper Tom brought, while they transported him to the next

city . Once again, Leon left one hundred zombies behind and made one thousand of
them move to Rio de Janeiro .

Just like Leon saw in the movies, Rio de Janeiro was a beautiful but at the same time,
a city destroyed by bad governments and militiamen . The natural beauty of the city
was a sight for his sore eyes, but he didnt have time to appreciate it . Anyway, this time,
his zombies arrived in the city before the start of the battle, so he didnt have to summon
his skeletons . Once again, the battle ended without a single casualty . While Leon

observed the zombies and the railgun doing all the work, he started to think .

I didnt learn this skill by coincidence… even though I also have the scythe, which
grants me some useful skills, it is nowhere as near as powerful as the skill to summon
zombies . Considering what that skill could do at this level and its potential… there was

a chance that a boss shouldnt drop a tome of such level, the T-Rexes arent as strong as
the three-headed earth dragon after all . So, the owner of that voice dropped the tome?
If yes, why he didnt do it sooner? What is that persons goal? I certainly didnt imagine

that voice…

With so many doubts, Leon didnt want to use that skill . Humanity needed to struggle
more to fight and get stronger in case something like what happened four years ago
repeats itself again . Still, he needed that skill to make Atlantic Free Nation his allies .
If he holds back and lets someone dies, Leon would end up putting doubts in their
minds, and a partner full of suspicions wouldnt be so cooperative .

The next two days, Leon and the others succeeded again . Atlantic Free Nation
survivors became allies, and the day had been saved… however, Leon didnt feel like
his job was done . While the survivors were dealing the monsters corpses most with the

Dragons hearts that Leon wanted, he searched for some very specific equipment, which
was, oxygen tanks, a mask to let him breathe in high altitudes and winter clothes .

Why do you want that? Betty frowned .



I want to see this continent from above… Leon said . I need to confirm something .

Even Sasha frowned since she had no idea what Leon wanted to confirm . Leon also
bought a map that showed them the locations of all dungeons in South America . After
equipping those items, Leon created an earth platform, and they flew upward .

Leon thought he would be able to see the whole continent if he tried to fly a little high,
Leon indeed managed to see a good portion of the continent surface . Still, when they
reached thirty kilometers of altitude, the temperature got so low that they had no choice

but to retreat . Besides, even though they were using a platform that was being

controlled by Leon . It was still scary flying so high .

It looked like Leon would have to borrow some astronaut clothes if he wanted to
confirm those things in his mind . Regardless, Leon managed to confirm at least one

thing . From that height, he saw the trail of destruction the monsters left when the

dungeons break happened . For some reason, after leaving the dungeon, the monsters
choose the shortest path, not toward the cities, but to join the other monsters .

Whatever caused the dungeon breaks, it also made the monsters reunite in order to
make them attack all cities at the same time but in different periods… Theres no way
this happened by chance . Someone caused this… but why?
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